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The Oxford Childrens Visual Dictionary
A full colour educational omnibus filled with fascinating facts to educate children.
One of a range of titles in the Wonders of Learning series.
The new Oxford Children's Visual Welsh-English Dictionary is ideal for learning
thousands of Welsh words for a range of topics from the human body to the
environment. With illustrated items and engaging scenes labelled in both Welsh
and English, it is easy to learn the word you were looking for - and a whole lot
more!
Vibrant, realistic illustrations and unparalleled teaching support make the Oxford
Picture Dictionary Program what every classroom needs to build students'
vocabulary, reading, and critical thinking skills.
Accelerates Academic Language DevelopmentThe Oxford Picture Dictionary
Content Areas for Kids is a complete research-based language development
program that uses vibrant, engaging illustrations to facilitate vocabulary
acquisition and academic language success.
The new Oxford Children's Spanish-English Visual Dictionary is ideal for learning
thousands of Spanish words for a range of topics from the human body to the
environment. With illustrated items and engaging scenes labelled in both Spanish
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and English, it is easy to learn the word you were looking for - and a whole lot
more!
New in the internationally successful Visual Dictionary series, the Oxford Visual
Dictionary of Animals introduces animals from around the world through highly
illustrated dynamic spreads in thematic sections. There are over 1,500 words and
incredible 3D artwork. All the animals are labelled, so that children can learn the
names for their favourite animals and expand their vocabulary. Stunning
atmospheric spreads introduce each habitat, followed by spreads showing the
animals that live there. It includes maps and feature panels providing a wide
range of vocabulary in both languages. At the back of the book is a section giving
vocabulary for names of groups of animals, the noises animals make, and animal
young. The Animal Detective Quiz sends readers back into the book to find the
answers. This title contains a full index in English.
4,000 words and phrases are organized thematically within 163 topics. Includes
English to Spanish translations of vocabulary throughout, and an extensive index
in Spanish at the back of the book. A fully integrated vocabulary development
program in American English, progressing from essential words to the more
complex, delivered in short thematic units. Realistic scenarios and modern
artwork are easy to relate to and these, together with story pages and practice
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exercises, have been applauded for their success in promoting critical thinking
skills. Content is fully supported by a range of components (in English only) including Workbooks, Classroom Activities, Audio and website.
Labeled illustrations present the French and English words for terms from everyday life, work,
sports, the arts, transportation, science, technology, nature, the environment, space, and other
topics.
The new Oxford Children's Scottish Gaelic-English Visual Dictionary is ideal for learning
thousands of Scottish-Gaelic words for a range of topics from the human body to the
environment. With illustrated items and engaging scenes labelled in both Scottish-Gaelic and
English, it is easy to learn the word you were looking for - and a whole lot more!
A new edition of the Oxford Junior Illustrated Thesaurus in durable hardback format with
thousands of synonyms, writing tips, overused words and word webs to build writing skills.
Entries are simple and clear, and include relevant child-friendly example sentences to show
children how to usedifferent words accurately. Word lists and features on rhyming and
onomatopoeic words will inspire creative writing and poetry. Easy-to-use and brightly
illustrated, it is the perfect thesaurus for boosting vocabulary and creating confident young
writers. Also available in paperback and an idealcompanion to the new updated edition of the
Oxford Junior Illustrated Dictionary. Go online at www.oxfordschooldictionaries.com for the
accompanying free downloadable activities.
From bestselling Landmarks author Robert Macfarlane and acclaimed artist and author Jackie
Morris, a beautiful collection of poems and illustrations to help readers rediscover the magic of
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the natural world.
New edition! The Oxford Children's Colour Dictionary is clear and colourful, ideal for reference,
homework help and exploring language. With simple meanings and clear definitions, children
can expand their vocabulary and check their spelling with ease. The design is bright and
accessible, with the full alphabet on every page to make finding words easy, and illustrations to
bring words to life. Helpful information on how to use words, word families and compounds
words aids both children'sspelling and their understanding of language. New for this edition is a
supplement on spelling, grammar and punctuation to support the curriculum and help with
homework, and specially written Top Writing Tips from the best-selling children's authors
Charlie Higson, Andy Stanton, Jeremy Strong and Jacqueline Wilson, help young writers get
started. The Oxford Children's Colour Dictionary is the perfect handy dictionary for reading,
writing and spelling, both at home and at school. For lots of FREE downloadable games,
puzzles, activities and much more, go to www.oxforddicitonaries.com/schools
Labeled illustrations present the Spanish and English words for terms from everyday life, work,
sports, the arts, transportation, science, technology, nature, the environment, space and other
topics. Original. (reference)
The new Oxford Children's Irish-English Visual Dictionary is ideal for learning thousands of
Irish words for a range of topics from the human body to the environment. With illustrated items
and engaging scenes labelled in both Irish and English, it is easy to learn the word you were
looking for - and a whole lot more!

Vibrant new artwork brings the visual appeal right up to date Colour coding and icons
make navigation through OPD easy 40 new topics, 12 intro pages (to the units) and 12
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story pages An updated thematic word list reflects real-life English today Sub-topics
organize words into logical groupings, with easy-to-learn 'chunks' The suite of
resources now includes a dedicated Reading Library and interactive CD-ROM
Labeled illustrations of over four thousand words and expressions in English and
Chinese are accompanied by brief passages to read, questions, and suggestions for
conversations in English.
The new Oxford Children's French-English Visual Dictionary is ideal for learning
thousands of French words for a range of topics from the human body to the
environment. With illustrated items and engaging scenes labelled in both French and
English, it is easy to learn the word you were looking for - and a whole lot more!
The English/Spanish version of the Oxford Picture Dictionary features over 4,000 words
and phrases in both languages. Practice activities at the bottom of almost every page
enable students immediately use the target vocabulary.
Over 30,000 words, clear and accessible meanings and age-appropriate example
sentences, make this an ideal dictionary for homework help for children aged 8+. Each
letter opens with a fun word fact such as at A: "almost" is the longest word with all the
letters in alphabetical order, and it isillustrated throughout. Compiled using the Oxford
Children's Corpus, it reflects children's vocabulary and delivers support and help where
it's needed. The new supplement shows grammar and punctuation in action - making it
easy to see how to write clearly and effective as well as targeting the topwords children
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most often misspell.
Accelerate your student's academic language development with the second edition of
the Oxford Picture Dictionary for the Content Areas program. This program: Uses
direct, explicit vocabulary instruction, which improves learning outcomes for ELLs and
struggling learners. Helps English learners and struggling learners acquire new content
area vocabulary and build word knowledge from incremental, repeated and varied
exposures to words. Has an instructional routine that uses the research-based Gradual
Release of Responsibility, Productive Partnering and other models as an efective way
of increasing language acquisition. Is standards based and aligned to the Common
Core State Standards and other leading research on what works most effectively. Uses
scaffolded and differentiated instruction to improve vocabulary acquisition for English
language learners.
Little Sower Samuel loves to garden. When he looks around and sees that the city does
not have enough of the greenness he loves, Samuel embarks on a mission of sharing,
giving seedlings and joy to all around. A story sown in rhyme
There are 52 topic-based pages, with attractive colour pictures. The topics are relevant
and interesting to children - e.g. at the seaside; sport; having fun; in space; What time is
it? Each topic introduces about 15 new words, clearly printed and illustrated. All words
are listed in an alphabetical index with phonetic transcription. Simple exercises in this
new edition help children talk about each topic picture, and spell and alphabetize new
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words. It can be used at home or in class, as a basis for oral or written activities.
A unique treasury of words especially written for children in grades K-2, ages 5-7. This
beginner's dictionary introduces young readers to 3,000 words using 1,000 entries and
hundreds of captivating illustrations by beloved children's illustrator, Ruth Heller. With
this indispensable learning tool, children will have fun discovering more about words,
their meanings, and how to spell them. Teaches basic dictionary skills: alphabetization,
spelling, parts of speech, letter sounds, use of synonyms and antonyms, and
homographs and homophones Jokes, riddles, poems, and fun facts all about words
make learning fun References to popular stories, fairy tales, myths, and nursery rhymes
spark imagination and encourage language exploration Words, phrases, and their
meanings are discussed in full age-appropriate sentences, with usage examples to
show how they are used in context Discover a world of information in this engaging, fullcolor dictionary for children!
This simple, colorful picture dictionary is perfect for young readers. Here are more than
350 useful words in English, organized by topic, including school, sports, park, beach,
house, street, farm, and wild animals. Each word is clearly illustrated for easy learning,
and there is a full alphabetical list of words at the end of the book. A handy format,
colorful illustrations, and simple, clear layout make this book ideal for early readers.
The OPD Second Canadian Edition English/Chinese is an illustrated, theme-based
dictionary for second-language learners. This four-colour dictionary defines words
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through pictures, and presents each new word in context. The OPD English/Chinese,
along with the monolingual workbooks and manyother components, can be used as a
reference book or as text for high school or adult ESL students at the beginner level.For
years, the first monolingual Canadian edition of the OPD has been the industry leader
among picture dictionaries. The second edition expands on the topics covered,
providing more depth of vocabulary in the areas that matter most to students and offers
Chinese speakers the additional advantage ofhaving words and phrases defined in their
native language. The illustrations have been completely updated in a more realistic
style that is visually appealing to adult learners.The second edition also contains two
new features: Introductory Pages and Story Pages. The Introductory Pages have been
added to the beginning of each theme to give lower-level students a basic overview of
key vocabulary words, and to give a starting point for discussion and an introduction to
thetheme for more advanced students. The Story Pages consist of a two-page spread
at the end of each theme to help students use the words in context and practise their
reading skills.The OPD English/Chinese is designed for use both in and out of the
classroom. Speaking exercises are presented throughout the OPD to allow students to
practise new vocabulary in pairs or small groups, while the pronunciation guide in the
index allows students to check their pronunciation when theyare studying on their own.
An easy-to-use family thesaurus to boost wordpower and spark creative writing with
new vocabulary-building activities, over 40,000 synonyms and examples to help you
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pick the best words. Packed with high-quality photos, word webs on key topics to help
with project work, overused word panels and writing tips - it is the perfect homework
help.
The Oxford Picture Dictionary Canadian Workbooks are accompaniments to the OPD
that allow it to be more easily used in the classroom as a core text. They correlate to
the dictionary page-for-page with vocabulary reinforcing exercises at each of the three
available levels. Each book comes witha listening section at the back of the book and
access to online audio. The workbooks can also be used for self study.
The Intermediate Workbook offers vocabulary reinforcement activities that correspond
page for page to the Dictionary. Clear, simple instructions with examples make this
Workbook ideal for independent use in the classroom or at home, and for multi-level
classes. It also provides opportunities for contextualized vocabulary practice and critical
thinking skills development through motivating contexts and engaging activities.
Labeled drawings provide a wide range of everyday terms from the telephone to human
anatomy in English and French.
The new Oxford Children's Cornish-English Visual Dictionary is ideal for learning thousands of
Cornish words for a range of topics from the human body to the environment. With illustrated
items and engaging scenes labelled in both Cornish (using SWF) and English, it is easy to
learn the word you were looking for - and a whole lot more!
Over 500 words, in alphabetical order, with funny, useful, and interesting phrases to explain
their meanings. The antics of Val Biro's monkeys, cats, mice, frogs and many other characters,
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make this a funny, friendly introduction to first dictionary skills.
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